Preservation Progress—Ryland Pool By Tina Morrill
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Of particular concern is

a blue coating over the tiles and curb and how to remove it
without impacting the tiles. The City has agreed to allocate

Ryland Pool History: The pool was the project of the Rotary

monies for the historic preservation effort, specifically for

Club of San Jose circa 1926/1927. It was designed and built as

payment for an Architectural Conservator to provide exper-
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tise about the pool’s historic preservation and the proper
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Over the years Ryland Pool underwent minor as well as
major changes and upgrades. In November 2007 the City of

fully will be changed to full city landmark status as part of
the historic rehabilitation effort.

San Jose Parks and Recreation Dept. proposed a new Master
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SJ Woman’s Club Naglee Park Home Tour
The Naglee Park Home Tour, sponsored by the San Jose Woman’s Club and PAC*SJ, was held on Saturday, April 26th. The
tour included five historic homes in Naglee Park and a tour of the Woman’s Club. Refreshments and boutiques were additional attractions. Proceeds will go toward preserving the San Jose Woman’s Club Building at 75 South 11th Street. Below
left is one of the tour homes designed in 1906 by the prominent Wolfe & McKenzie architects, that belonged to Arthur
Holmes, a San Jose auto builder and dealer, and President of the San Jose Hardware Co. Note the 3-car brick garage for his
autos, built in 1913. Below right is an interior view of the San Jose Women’s Club (City Landmark #32).

Preservation Progress—Ryland Pool (Cont’d)
It has been said that children are one measurement of the success of any public space project. With Ryland Pool rehabilitated
and restored as much as it can be to its former state of “whimsical and wonderful” we believe the children of San Jose and
surrounding cities will benefit from this great space, and that it will strengthen the family presence which adds vitality to this
jewel of a public park.

Join us on June 21st anytime between 12 – 3 p.m. to celebrate the Ryland Pool Grand Re-opening!
Left, blue painted tiles
on Ryland Pool.
Right,
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Batchelder tile #78, free
of blue paint. We believe
this is what will be
found once the blue substance is removed. To
view tiles in color see
our newsletter on line.
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